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Abstract19
We present a novel algorithm that predicts the probability that the time derivative20
of the horizontal component of the ground magnetic field dB/dt exceeds a specified21
threshold at a given location. This quantity provides important information that is22
physically relevant to Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC), which are electric23
currents associated with sudden changes in the Earth’s magnetic field due to space24
weather events. The model follows a ’gray-box’ approach by combining the output of25
a physics-based model with machine learning. Specifically, we combine the University26
of Michigan’s Geospace model that is operational at the NOAA Space Weather Pre-27
diction Center, with a boosted ensemble of classification trees. We discuss the problem28
of re-calibrating the output of the decision tree to obtain reliable probabilities. The29
performance of the model is assessed by typical metrics for probabilistic forecasts:30
Probability of Detection and False Detection, True Skill Statistic, Heidke Skill Score,31
and Receiver Operating Characteristic curve. We show that the ML enhanced algo-32
rithm consistently improves all the metrics considered.33
1 Introduction34
Geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) represent one of the most severe risks35
posed by space weather events on our infrastructure on the ground, such as high-36
voltage power transmission systems. GICs are caused by sudden variations of the37
Earth’s magnetic field that, through Faraday’s law, induce a variation of the electric38
field (Boteler et al., 1998; Pirjola et al., 2000; Lanzerotti, 2001; Pulkkinen et al., 2005;39
Pirjola, 2007; Schrijver & Mitchell, 2013). The induced electric fields responsible40
for GICs can be estimated from the amplitude of the time derivative of magnetic41
fluctuations, often denoted as dB/dt, when combined with information of local earth42
conductivity characteristics (Boteler & Pirjola, 1998; Pirjola, 2002; Viljanen et al.,43
2004; Ngwira et al., 2008; Horton et al., 2012). Hence, much attention has been44
dedicated to understanding and forecasting dB/dt (Viljanen, 1997; Viljanen et al.,45
2001).46
Previous works on forecasting dB/dt can generally be divided into empirical and47
physics-based models. Empirical models exploit the statistical relationships between48
input quantities, such as solar wind observations recorded by satellites orbiting around49
L1 (first Lagrangian point) and the observed dB/dt at a specific station, with a typical50
time-lag ranging between 15 and 60 minutes. Those statistical relationship can then51
be encoded into a regression model, in the form of a neural network, or a linear filter.52
Empirical models include Gleisner and Lundstedt (2001); Weigel et al. (2002, 2003);53
Wintoft (2005); Wintoft et al. (2005); Weimer (2013); Wintoft et al. (2015); Lotz and54
Cilliers (2015), among others.55
On the other hand, physics-based models follow the evolution in time and space56
of the plasma and the electromagnetic field surrounding Earth and derive the ground57
magnetic field perturbation from physical laws. Typically the spatial domain is divided58
in sub-regions, where the MHD approximation is used in the outer magnetosphere,59
while the inner magnetosphere and the transition to ionosphere are modeled by in-60
cluding kinetic processes. Examples of physics-based models that can, in principle,61
forecast dB/dt given the conditions of the solar wind observed at L1 are OpenGGCM62
(Open General Geospace Circulation Model, Raeder et al. (1998)), GAMERA (Grid63
Agnostic MHD for Extended Research Applications, Zhang et al. (2019)) LMF (Lyon-64
Fedder-Mobarry, Lyon (2004)), and SWMF (Space Weather Modeling Framework,65
Tóth et al. (2005)). Several works have assessed the ability of physics-based models66
to forecast geomagnetic perturbations and more generally to recover plasma and field67
conditions as observed in the data (see, e.g. Yu and Ridley (2008); Welling and Ridley68
(2010); Pulkkinen et al. (2011); Rastätter et al. (2011, 2013); Gordeev et al. (2015);69
Jordanova et al. (2018); Welling (2019)). The validation and comparisons of different70
models for predicting dB/dt was specifically tackled in Pulkkinen et al. (2013) in order71
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to support selecting a model to transition to operations at NOAA’s Space Weather72
Prediction Center (SWPC). As a result of that comparison, the University of Michi-73
gan’s SWMF model, henceforth referred to as the Geospace model, was selected for74
transition to real-time operations.75
In this paper we present a new model for predicting whether dB/dt will exceed76
given thresholds in a given time interval at specific locations. The model builds on77
the physics-based Geospace model. We show that the skill of the physics-based model78
can be considerably enhanced with a machine learning technique, improving all the79
performance metrics considered.80
1.1 The Geospace model at NOAA/SWPC81
The Geospace model that runs operationally at NOAA/SWPC is a version of the82
Space Weather Modeling Framework developed by the University of Michigan (Tóth83
et al., 2005, 2012), that couples the following three physics domains. The outer mag-84
netosphere is solved by BATSRUS (BlockAdaptive Tree Solar wind Roetype Upwind85
Scheme) (Gombosi et al., 2004), the inner magnetosphere by the Rice Convection86
Model (RCM) (Toffoletto et al., 2003), and the ionosphere electrodynamics by the87
Ridley Ionosphere Model (RIM) (Ridley et al., 2004). A detailed description of the88
Geospace model and its modules can be found in Pulkkinen et al. (2013); Tóth et al.89
(2014)90
1.2 Prediction of dB/dt91
In defining the problem, we follow the strategy introduced in Pulkkinen et al.




(dBn/dt)2 + (dBe/dt)2 (1)
as the maximum value of the time derivative of the horizontal magnetic field, over an92
interval ∆t, where n and e denote the north and east components of the magnetic field,93
respectively. More specifically, we restrict the time interval to ∆t = 20 minutes, and we94
cast the problem as a classification task. Namely, our model predicts the probability95
that dB/dt will exceed a given threshold at a given location, in a 20-minute interval.96
We use overlapping intervals with a 1 minute stride between subsequent intervals.97
Henceforth we simply refer to dB/dt as defined in Eq. (1).98
As a proof-of-concept, we will show results for the following three magnetic99
stations: Fresno, California (Geomagnetic latitude: 43.12◦N, operated by United100
States Geological Survey (USGS), code: FRN), Ottawa, Canada (Geomagnetic lati-101
tude: 54.88◦N, operated by Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), code: OTT), Iqaluit,102
Canada (Geomagnetic Latitude: 73.25◦N, operated by GSC, code: IQA), hence testing103
our new method for low, mid and high magnetic latitudes, respectively. The reported104
magnetic coordinates are derived from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field105
(IGRF) 12th generation (Thébault et al., 2015). The extension of this method to any106
other station is straightforward.107
The need of enhancing a physics-based approach with machine learning can be108
appreciated by analyzing the accuracy of the Geospace model in predicting dB/dt. Fig-109
ure 1 shows the number of instances of a given dB/dt value observed in the simulation110
(vertical axis) versus the corresponding value observed in the data (horizontal axis),111
both in logarithmic scale (FRN, OTT, and IQA stations shown in the left, middle and112
right panels, respectively). Each column (i.e. a fixed observed value) is normalized113
to its maximum value. The statistics are computed over a two year interval (see be-114
low). The solid red line represents a perfect match between predicted and observed115
values. Figure 1 shows that the simulations tend to underestimate dB/dt for large116
values (particularly at high latitude) and overestimate it for small values (particularly117
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at low latitude). Also, the range of observed and predicted values is dependent on the118
geomagnetic latitude, as expected.119
The paper is divided as follows. Section 2 introduces the data used for this study120
and the corresponding time periods covered. Section 3 describes the methodology,121
including the machine learning technique, the performance metrics, and the features122
chosen in the model. Section 4 presents the results of the new model, comparing123
its performance with the output of the Geospace model alone, and emphasizes the124
probabilistic nature of the forecast. Finally, in Section 5 we draw conclusions and125
make final remarks about future directions.126
2 Data127
The magnetic field historical records have been obtained by the International128
Real-time Magnetic Observatory Network (INTERMAGNET). The one-minute data129
in IAGA-2002 format were retrieved for the period 2001-01-01 to 2019-05-05 (https://130
intermagnet.github.io/) for the three stations (FRN, OTT, IQA), consisting of131
about 9.45M valid entries per station. The output of the Geospace model used for this132
work covers the time period 2017-05-28 to 2019-05-05, about 1,000,000 one-minute133
output values. In addition, we also use the output of the Geospace model discussed134
in Pulkkinen et al. (2013), evaluated over a time period covering 6 geomagnetic135
storms. Those simulation outputs are made available from the NASA Community Co-136
ordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) (https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/RoR WWW/pub/137
dBdt/out/).138
The Geospace model outputs the magnetic field at the location of the three sta-139
tions at one minute resolution. However, the inner boundary of the global MHD model140
is at 2.5 Earth radii (RE). Therefore, the magnetic perturbations at the geomagnetic141
observatories are calculated from the currents using Biot-Savart integrals, taking into142
account the following three contributions: the currents inside the BATS-R-US domain,143
the field-aligned currents in the gap region between 1 and 2.5 RE radial distance, and144
the Pedersen and Hall currents in the ionosphere electrodynamics model RIM (Yu &145
Ridley, 2008).146
In order to assess the accuracy of a trained machine learning model, it is im-147
portant that the performance metrics are calculated on a portion of a data that has148
not been used for training (so-called unseen data). Moreover, when dealing with tem-149
poral dataset, it is equally important that the training and test sets are temporally150
disjoint so to minimize the temporal correlations between the two and to ensure that151
the machine learning algorithm does actually learn some patterns and does not merely152
memorizes the training data. For all our experiments and results, we use as training153
set the period covering 2017-05-28 to 2018-12-31 and as test set the period 2019-01-154
01 to 2019-05-05. In addition, three of the six storm events used in Pulkkinen et al.155
(2013) have been added to the training set (events numbered 1, 3, 4), and the rest have156
been used for testing. We have verified that the distribution of dB/dt is approximately157
equal between training and test sets. After excluding gaps in the data, the split results158
in about 450,000 data points in the training set and 90,000 in the test set.159
3 Methodology160
As mentioned in the Introduction, the goal of this work is not to predict the161
precise value of dB/dt for any given 20 minutes interval, but rather to estimate the162
probability that a pre-defined threshold will be exceeded. Hence, the first task is to163
define such thresholds. In this paper, we slightly deviate from Pulkkinen et al. (2013),164
which focused on the following four thresholds: (0.3, 0.7, 1.1, 1.5) nT/s, independent165
of the station considered. Instead, we define thresholds specific for each location, by166
analyzing the overall distribution of dB/dt observed in the INTERMAGNET data (∼167
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Table 1. Thresholds considered for each station (in nT/s)
Station 60% 70% 80% 90% 95%
FRN 0.012 0.014 0.018 0.027 0.038
OTT 0.03 0.038 0.05 0.076 0.109
IQA 0.238 0.318 0.448 0.734 1.113
19 years of data) and choosing the following percentiles as thresholds: 60%, 70%, 80%,168
90%, 95%. The resulting thresholds are summarized in Table 1.169
3.1 Metrics170
The task under consideration is a probabilistic classification: for a given station171
the model outputs the probability that dB/dt will exceed a specified threshold value.172
Such a probabilistic outcome can be interpreted as a deterministic binary prediction173
(i.e. positive/negative) by simply assigning ‘positive’ to all predictions above a certain174
probability, and ‘negative’ otherwise. Once the probabilistic outcome is interpreted as175
a binary prediction, one can calculate the following quantities, defined over a certain176
number of predictions:177 • P = total number of observed positives (event occurrences);178 • N = total number of observed negatives (event non-occurrences);179 • TP = True Positives: number of predicted positives that are observed positives;180 • FP = False Positives: number of predicted positives that are observed negatives;181 • TN = True Negatives: number of predicted negatives that are observed nega-182
tives;183 • FN = False Negatives: number of predicted negatives that are observed posi-184
tives;185
and the following performance metrics:186 • TPR = TP/P = True Positive Rate (also called Probability of Detection, Sen-187
sitivity, Hit Rate);188 • FPR = FP/N = False Positive Rate (also called Probability of False Detection,189
False Alarm Rate);190 • TSS = TPR− FPR = True Skill Statistics.191 • HSS = 2(TP ·TN −FN ·FP )/(P (FN + TN)+N(TP +FP )) = Heidke Skill192
Score193
The TPR measures the ability to find all positive events and a perfect classifier results194
in TPR = 1 ; the FPR measures the probability of wrongly classifying a negative195
as a positive, and a perfect classifier results in FPR = 0. Hence, TSS is a useful196
metric that combines both types of information and should be as close as possible to197
1. Moreover, in a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, TPR and FPR198
are respectively on the vertical and horizontal axis, and TSS measures the distance to199
the diagonal (no-skill) line (Krzanowski & Hand, 2009). Finally, the HSS measures200
the skill of a method compared to a baseline represented by random chance. HSS has201
been used in Pulkkinen et al. (2013) and is used here for comparison with previous202
studies.203
The baseline accuracy is represented by the True Skill Statistic and the Heidke204
Skill Score yielded by the Geospace model alone, that is by calculating dB/dt directly205
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from the simulation output and comparing to observations. Figure 2 shows the TSS206
(left) and HSS (right), where blue, red, and yellow lines are for FRN, OTT, and IQA207
stations, respectively. The scores are computed over all the data for which we have208
Geospace simulation outputs, and are shown for different thresholds, represented on209
the the horizontal axis in terms of their percentile calculated over ∼ 19 years of obser-210
vational data. One can notice that both scores are latitude dependent. Interestingly,211
while the TSS increases with higher percentiles (less frequent events) for FRN and212
OTT, the opposite is true for IQA. A different behaviour is also noticible with regards213
to the HSS score: FRN and OTT stations peak around the 70th percentile, while214
IQA peaks approximately at the 35th percentile. In general, Figure 2 shows that the215
Geospace model performs better at predicting large thresholds of dB/dt at mid and216
low latitudes than at high latitudes.217
3.2 Machine Learning classifier218
A variety of methods exist in the Machine Learning arena to perform a proba-219
bilistic classification task. For this work, we have opted to use a boosted ensemble of220
classification trees. The method of choice is called RobustBoost (Freund, 2009). In221
this section we provide a short introduction and appropriate references.222
Let us assume we want to assign a label y ∈ {0, 1} to a data point x =223
{x1, x2, . . . , xD}, where D is the dimensionality of x. The task is a supervised bi-224
nary classification, meaning that we make use of a large dataset of labeled examples225
to infer a pattern between the inputs x and the binary outputs y, that can be used226
to infer the label of new data points that have not been used to train the model. A227
decision tree is a simple method that recursively partitions the D-dimensional hyper-228
space of input variables one dimension at the time, thus creating a tree-like structure.229
In other words, by taking as decision boundaries hyperplanes defined by simple in-230
equalities such as xi < c, a decision tree divides the input space into a number of231
hypercubes where a given label is assigned to all the data belonging to the same hy-232
percube. Decision trees have the great advantage of being very transparent and easily233
interpretable. In fact, one can simply follow the tree structure from top to bottom to234
understand how a label is associated to a given data point. In order to choose where to235
set up a decision boundary (i.e. the value of the constant c) and along which variable,236
a partition criterion is followed. Two standard partition criteria are the Gini Index,237
and the Information Gain. The Gini Index measures the reduction in class impurity,238
which is defined as the probability that two randomly chosen data that belong to the239
same partition have different labels. At a given iteration when growing a tree, the best240
partition is the one that reduces such impurity, or in other words that minimizes the241
probability of a data point being mislabeled. The Information Gain is based on the242
entropy measured at each node and the optimal split is the one that minimizes the243
global entropy (or maximizes information). A reference monograph on decision trees244
is Breiman (2017). The accuracy of a classification tree can be improved by using a245
boosting strategy. Boosting refers to a class of algorithms that makes use of an en-246
semble of (not very accurate) predictions to produce a much more accurate one. The247
members of the ensemble are called weak learners and their weighted sum is referred248
to as strong learner. In the context of classification trees, the weak learners are rep-249
resented by trees that are grown to only a few layers. One of the most successful and250
widely applied boosting techniques is Adaboost (short for Adaptive Boosting), intro-251
duced in the seminal paper by Freund and Schapire (1997). This is an algorithm that252
iteratively adds members to an existing ensemble. The newest member increasingly253
focuses on the data points that were misclassified by the previous members, and the254
weights of each member are iteratively adjusted. AdaBoost is typically less prone to255
overfitting than other algorithms, but it is very sensitive to outliers, because it will256
keep focusing on the few data points that are mis-classified, eventually at the expense257
of the remaining dataset. A modification of Adaboost that adds robustness to the258
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algorithm (in the sense of not being so sensitive to outliers) is RobustBoost, being259
introduced in Freund (2009). RobustBoost can be intuitively understood as “giving260
up” on data points that are so far on the incorrect side of a decision boundary that261
they are unlikely to be correctly classified even after many iterations.262
In this work we have used the MATLAB (R2019a) implementation of Robust-263
Boost which is included in the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox. We have264
tested and compared the following boosting techniques: AdaBoost, GentleBoost, Lo-265
gistBoost, RobustBoost, and Bagging, and although their results were comparable,266
RobustBoost is the algorithm that consistently yielded better results.267
3.3 Feature selection268
In the machine learning jargon a feature is an explanatory variable that is used269
as an input for a given algorithm. The present work builds up on the idea presented270
in Tóth et al. (2014). The main finding was that a strong correlation exists between271
observed dB/dt and the observed maximum variation in the amplitude of the magnetic272
field, within the same 20-minute interval. In fact, the correlation is almost linear273
when both quantities are expressed in their logarithm. Tóth et al. (2014) argued that274
the magnetic perturbations relative to the background dipole value obtained by the275
Geospace model simulations are much more reliable than the values of dB/dt computed276
directly from the field.277
Feature selection refers to the procedure of selecting the most informative inputs278
used in a machine learning algorithm, making sure that the number of selected features279
is large enough for the algorithm to be accurate, but not too large, in order to prevent280
overfitting and for optimizing computational efficiency. The initial selection of features281
is done by a visual exploratory analysis of the correlation between candidate features282
and the target dB/dt. We have found that several quantities correlate well when283
plotted in logarithmic scale. As an example, we show in Figure 3 such correlations for284
the IQA station. The complete list of initially identified features is in Table 2. Here,285
the lead-time of the model forecasts ∆T are defined as the propagation time of the286
solar wind between the L1 point (where the solar wind is measured) and the outer287
boundary of the computational domain, approximately at the Earth’s bow shock. In288
the OMNI dataset used for this study solar wind quantities are conveniently time-289
shifted to account for the propagation time between L1 and the bow shock. Hence,290
we have shifted back in time the measurements of Sym-H only, using the timeshift291
provided by the OMNI dataset (at 1 minute resolution).292
The procedure chosen to reduce the number of features is known as backward293
elimination, and it works as follows. First, we train a linear regression model using294
all the features listed in Table 2, thus assuming the output (log10(dB/dt), measured295
from magnetometer data) to be a linear combination of the inputs, each weighted by296
a coefficient. The model returns both the values of the coefficients and their standard297
deviation. The t − statistic (t-value) is defined as the ratio between coefficients and298
their standard deviation. Inputs with low t-value (in absolute value) are deemed non-299
informative. Therefore, we iteratively reduce the number of features by eliminating300
the one with the smallest t-value and we re-train a new linear model at each iteration301
with the remaining features. In this way we rank all the features listed in Table 2 (first302
column). Moreover, for each iteration we record the coefficient of determination R2 as303
a metric for the goodness of fit. The final ranking of features is represented in Figure 4,304
that shows how the value of R2 changes by increasingly adding features. The features305
on the horizontal axis are sorted in order of importance from left (most important)306
to right (less important) and each circle corresponds to a linear model that uses the307
named feature in addition to all the ones listed to its left. Not surprisingly, the past308
value of dB/dt is the most informative feature, yielding by itself a R2 value of 0.805.309
However, the next two are features determined by the Geospace model output, namely310
the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the North and Easth311

























Table 2. Ranking of features. T denotes the time at which dB/dt is predicted and ∆T is the solar wind propagation time
Rank Feature Meaning Data source Time Selected
1 log10(dB/dt) target at previous time magnetometer T −∆T yes
2 log10(max(Bn)−min(Bn)) Range of North component of magnetic
field predicted by simulation Geospace T yes
3 log10(max(Be)−min(Be)) Range of East component of magnetic
field predicted by simulation Geospace T yes
4 log10(Bz) z-component (GSM) of
interplanetary magnetic field OMNI dataset T −∆T yes
5 SymH Geomagnetic index Sym-H OMNI dataset T −∆T yes
6 dB/dtgeo target predicted by simulation output Geospace T no
7 log10(max(B) −min(B))geo Range of magnetic field amplitude
predicted by simulation Geospace T −∆T no
8 log10(n) solar wind density OMNI dataset T −∆T no
9 log10(max(B)−min(B)) Range of magnetic field amplitude observed magnetometer T −∆T no
10 log10(E) Electric field OMNI dataset T −∆T no
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components of the magnetic field in a 20-minute window. This justifies the grey-box312
philosophy of combining inputs from simulation outputs with past observations. On313
the basis of the backward elimination procedure, we decide to use the top 5 features of314
Figure 4, noticing that R2 tends to plateau with more than 5 features. The procedure315
has been run on the combined training sets for all three stations. However, to avoid316
overfitting, at each iteration only 50% of the combined training set has been used to317
train the linear model. This explains the small fluctuations of R2 during the plateau,318
that otherwise would be monotonically increasing, if subsequent models were trained319
on identical data.320
4 Results321
In this Section we show the results of our model in terms of the True Positive322
Rate (TPR, or probability of detection), False Positive Rate (FPR, or probability of323
false detection), True Skill Statistics, and the Heidke Skill Score discussed in Section324
3.1. Essentially, a different classifier is trained for each station and each threshold. The325
proposed grey-box approach is compared against two alternative approaches: a white-326
box approach where one simply uses the value of dB/dt predicted by the Geospace327
model, and a black-box approach where similar machine learning classifiers are trained,328
with the only difference of not using the inputs coming from the Geospace model. In329
other words, among the top 5 features listed in Table 2, the black-box models use only330
the three that do not come from Geospace output. Figure 5 shows the TPR (left) and331
FPR (right) for the three stations and as functions of the different threshold levels (see332
Table 1). Figure 6 shows TSS (left) and HSS (right) with the same format. One can333
notice that both black- and grey-box models largely outperform the corresponding334
white-box models. Moreover, although the results are dependent on stations and335
thresholds, the grey-box model further improves the black-box model, especially for336
large thresholds, which are the cases of most interest for space weather. On the other337
hand, whenever the white-box model yields large values for the probability of detection338
(e.g. for FRN station), the probability of false detection is also large, resulting in low339
values for both TSS and HSS.340
4.1 Re-calibration341
As anticipated in the introduction, the goal of this work is not to provide a342
binary classification, but rather to estimate the probability of exceeding pre-defined343
thresholds. In principle, classification trees can output probabilities, which are simply344
calculated as the observed ratio between positives and negatives on a given leaf (the345
final node on a decision tree) calculated over the whole training set. A well-known346
problem with classification trees is that such probabilities are often mis-calibrated347
(Niculescu-Mizil & Caruana, 2005). Calibration refers to the consistency between348
the predicted probability assigned to an event and the actual frequency observed for349
that event. For instance, in the binary classification setting, if we collect all the350
instances in which a model predicts a probability p for a ’positive’ outcome (in our case,351
exceeding a threshold), that model is well-calibrated if on average a positive is actually352
observed with frequency p (the frequency being calculated over all those instances).353
One way to visualize the relationship between predicted probabilities and observed354
frequency is through a reliability diagram (DeGroot & Fienberg, 1983). To construct355
such diagram for binary classification, one discretizes the predicted probabilities in356
bins. For each bin, the average predicted frequency (horizontal axis) is plotted against357
the true fraction of positive cases in that bin (vertical axis). A perfect calibration will358
result in a diagonal straight line. Figure 7 shows the reliability diagrams for FRN,359
OTT, and IQA, respectively in the top, middle, and bottom row. Each panel refers360
to a different threshold (see Table 1), and the blue circles represent the calibration of361
the boosted ensemble models, as trained by the MATLAB routine. One can clearly362
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see that such predictions are mis-calibrated. We apply a simple calibration strategy,363
where a mapping between old and new probabilities is derived by simply interpolating364
linearly the blue circles. For instance, a probability of 40% might be re-calibrated to365
a new value of 30%. To perform re-calibration fairly, we have derived the reliability366
diagram and the corresponding calibration map from the training set only. Figure 7367
shows the reliability diagram calculated over the test set. The red diamonds represent368
the re-calibrated reliability diagrams, that clearly suggest that all the models have369
been properly re-calibrated. The re-calibrated values are the ones that should be used370
to provide a probabilistic prediction.371
4.2 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve372
Another important diagnostic for a probabilistic model is the ROC curve. In373
order to interpret a probabilistic prediction in terms of true/false positives/negatives374
(see Sec. 3.1), a probability threshold needs to be used to separate the predicted pos-375
itives from the negatives. In the limit that such threshold is pushed to 0%, all the376
predictions become positives, which means that both the true positive rate (TPR) and377
the false positive rate (FPR) are equal to 1 (all positives are correctly predicted, but378
all negative are mis-classified). In the opposite limit, when the threshold is 100% and379
all predictions are negative both TPR and FPR become equal to 0 (no positives are380
predicted, but all negatives are correctly predicted). The ROC curve is a continuous381
curve in the (FPR,TPR) space that connects these extreme scenarios (TPR=FPR=1382
and TPR=FPR=0) by gradually changing the threshold from 0% to 100%. The opti-383
mal prediction is TPR=1 and FPR=0, and the optimal threshold is the point on the384
ROC curve with maximum distance from the diagonal. ROC curves for FRN, OTT,385
and IQA stations are shown in Figure 8, respectively in the left, middle, and right386
panel. Different colors denote the five different thresholds, and a open circle repre-387
sents the optimal values (that have been used in previous Figures). Note that the True388
Skill Statistic (TSS) is the vertical distance between the ROC curve and the diagonal389
line (TPR=FPR), which represents no skill (i.e. a climatological forecast). The ROC390
curves demonstrate the general tendency of the models to improve their True Skill391
Statistic for higher thresholds, as already shown in previous Figures. Moreover, it is392
important to realize that the re-calibration described in the previous Section does not393
affect the ROC curve. In fact, by mapping old to new probabilities, the points on394
a given ROC curve get shifted along the same curve. In other words, what changes395
through re-calibration is the value of the optimal threshold, but not the corresponding396
values of TPR, FPR, and Skill Scores. In practice, because the un-calibrated mod-397
els tend to be overconfident (i.e. below the diagonal line in the reliability diagram),398
re-calibration changes the optimal threshold from 50% to larger values. For instance,399
it can be that for a given model one needs to interpret as positives predictions with400
probabilities larger than 80% rather than 50%.401
5 Conclusions402
We have developed a model that estimates the probability of dB/dt exceeding403
a given threshold, for three stations ranging from low, to mid and high latitudes404
(FRN, OTT, and IQA). Five different thresholds were chosen for each station, by405
calculating the 60, 70, 80, 90, 95 percentiles on a long-span historic dataset (∼ 19406
years). One of the crucial points of this work is that it combines a physics-based407
prediction provided by the Michigan Geospace model running at SWPC with a machine408
learning algorithm for binary classification, effectively following what is known as a409
gray-box approach (Camporeale et al., 2018; Camporeale, 2019). Indeed, we have410
shown that the Geospace model alone provides limited skills for predicting dB/dt,411
although we expect the model to improve over time by better capturing properties of412
the physical system. However, as already noted in Tóth et al. (2014), the maximum413
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perturbation of the magnetic field within a 20-minute interval correlates very strongly414
with dB/dt and hence it can be used as a predictor in a machine learning algorithm.415
The chosen machine learning algorithm is an ensemble of classification trees,416
adaptively boosted via RobustBoost (Freund, 2009), and the performance metrics417
that we have analyzed are the True Positive Rate (TPR, or probability of detection),418
False Positive Rate (FPR, or probability of false detection), True Skill Statistic (TSS),419
and Heidke Skill Score (HSS). Finally, we have discussed the issue of re-calibration420
and the ROC curve relative to all models.421
Overall the gray-box approach proposed in this paper consistently enhances the422
results of the corresponding white-box approach, where one would directly take the423
results of the Geospace model as predictors of dB/dt. Indeed, Figure 9 summarizes the424
findings of previous Figures by comparing the True Skill Statistic (left panel) and the425
Heidke Skill Score (right panel) of the Geospace model alone (horizontal axis) against426
the corresponding results applying machine learning (vertical axis). Different symbols427
are for the three different stations, and the region above the diagonal black solid line428
denotes an improvement.429
The new model will be a valuable addition to the operational capabilities of the430
NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center. It will be straightforward to extend the431
model including several stations spanning a range of latitudes and longitudes. We are432
currently investigating what is the optimal strategy to represent in a compact graphical433
display the probabilistic outcomes for several stations and several thresholds, such that434
the SWPC forecasters can extract valuable real-time information on a regional scale435
and experiment how to incorporate such information in their forecast.436
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Figure 1. 2D histogram of the counts of dB/dt as obtained from the Geospace simulation
(vertical axis) vs the corresponding measured values (horizontal axis). Both axes are in logarith-
mic scale, and the heat-map is normalized column-wise with respect to the maximum value for
each column, for better visualization. FRN, OTT, and IQA stations are respectively shown in the
left, middle and right panels.










































Figure 2. True Skill Statistic (left) and Heidke Skill Score (right) obtained from the predic-
tions of the Geospace model, for different stations (in blue for FRN, red for OTT, and yellow for
IQA), as functions of the different thresholds percentiles. The percentile are calculated on the
distribution of observed dB/dt for a given station over a period of ∼ 19 years of data.
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Figure 3. 2D histogram of the counts of the target variable dB/dt at the IQA station (verti-
cal axis) and the 6 features described in Sec. 3.3. Each heat-map is normalized column-wise with














































Figure 4. Coefficient of determination R2 for the linear models trained succesively on a larger
number of features. Each symbol represents a model trained with the feature reported on hori-
zontal axis in addition to all the features to its left (see Table 2). The most important features
are to the left and the less important to the right.
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Figure 5. Probability of detection (left) and Probability of false detection (right) vs different
thresholds (horizontal axis). Blue, red, and yellow lines denote respectively: a black-box model
trained without using Geospace output, a gray-box model that uses both past observations and
Geospace output, and a white-box model that uses only Geospace outputs.
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Figure 6. True Skill Statistic (left) and Heidke Skill Score (right) vs different threshold (hor-
izontal axis). Blue, red, and yellow lines denote respectively: a black-box model trained without
using Geospace output, a gray-box model that uses both past observations and Geospace output,
and a white-box model that uses only Geospace outputs.
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Figure 7. Reliability diagrams for different thresholds (increasing from left to right panels).
Blue circles indicates the result of the non-calibrated models, and the red diamonds indicate
the reliability achieved after re-calibration. FRN, OTT, and IQA stations are shown in the top,
middle, bottom row, respectively.
Figure 8. ROC curves (TPR vs FPR) for different thresholds. Open circles indicate the op-
timal points along a given ROC curve. FRN, OTT, and IQA stations shown in the left, middle,
and right panel, respectively.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the True Skill Statistic (left) and Heidke Skill Score (right) for mod-
els using the output of the Geospace model alone (horizontal axis) vs the model presented in this
paper (combining Geospace outputs with machine learning, vertical axis). The diagonal black
line indicates no improvement.
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